
 
Tuesday 24 November 2020 

 

 

Dear Parents, 

 

Whilst I appreciate that this is another communication about the one thing that seems to be                

dominating our lives at the moment, it is really important that the following messages are               

read. I dream, one day very soon of not having to use the COVID word in a letter. With a                    

number of vaccines going through the approval system it seems we are starting to see a chink                 

of light at the other end of the COVID tunnel - which is great news. We know that won’t be in                     

time for Christmas but perhaps we’ll all get a ‘normal’ summer holiday next year! 

 

One minute survey 

A while ago I wrote to you and mentioned that we would be issuing a short ‘Barriers to                  

Technology at Home’ survey. This will help us support any family that may have access issues                

should a bubble or the school have to close. Please click on the link - it takes about 1 minute                    

to fill in - thank you in advance. Barriers to Technology at Home Survey 

 

COVID Testing 

Please be reminded that if your child has had a COVID test that you inform the school of the                   

result, even when it is negative. Unfortunately you will be aware that parts of Norfolk are                

seeing increases in rates of positive cases - in some respects this was inevitable - even in rural                  

North Norfolk. If your child or anyone in your household receives a positive test it is                

really important that you let the school know as soon as possible - even if it is the                  

weekend or late evening - the best email to use for that is mine -               

exechead@coastalfederation.com. This will give us the maximum amount of time to make            

decisions about bubble closures and organise home learning with the staff teams.            

Unfortunately some schools in Norfolk have had to notify parents with very short notice about               

closures which creates logistical issues for parents and staff. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://forms.gle/yyNpQTjq4aF2rDC78
mailto:exechead@coastalfederation.com


 

 

One-Way System 

Please could you continue to support our one way system which is working well on the whole.                 

The issue being reported to us are some parents who drop-off at the infant school who then go                  

the wrong way down to Pebbles - those parents need to walk around again.  Many thanks. 

 

Should our schools need to lockdown fully, either because of a national lockdown or a ‘bubble’                

lockdown the following work will be set on Google classroom on a daily basis for children: 

 

 

 

If an individual child needs to isolate due to a positive test or a close household member                 

testing positive then they will receive the ‘slides’ from the lessons being taught in class on                

Google Classroom and will be able to join the lessons virtually through Google Meet if they                

wish. 

 

If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact us.  

 

Yours sincerely,  

 

 

 

Simon Wakeman  

Executive Headteacher  

MIS 

Reception,  

Years 1 and 2 

Daily Maths 

Daily Phonics 

Daily Sentence/Grammar Activity  

(Reception from Spring Term) 

Daily Handwriting 

Topic Lesson - 3 during the week 

MJS 

Years 3, 4, 5 and 6 

Daily Maths 

Daily Spellings/Sentence/Grammar Activity 

Daily Reading Comprehension 

Daily Handwriting 

Topic Lesson - 3 during the week 


